Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Scientific collaboration in modern science appears to be one of the key factors for increasing publication productivity and quality. Ziman ([@CR39], p. 218) wrote: "... the traditional parochial individualism of science is rapidly being transformed in what might be described as transnational collectivism". In recent decades, structural changes appearing in science have encouraged scientific collaboration. Specialization at the individual level and the development of very sophisticated and expensive research equipment support collaboration. The development of information and communication technology and increased possibilities for the mobility of researchers also have positive effects on scientific collaboration. Another very important driver of such collaboration is research financing policy. For example, since the EU Framework Programmes (FP) were established in 1984, intra-European collaboration has increased significantly. In addition, the FP Horizon 2020 initiative for research and innovation strongly encourages scientific collaboration.

Scientific collaboration has been studied systematically since the 1960s. Different qualitative and quantitative approaches have been used to study scientific collaboration including interviews, observations, surveys, bibliometric analyses, social network analysis and simulations (e.g., Shrum and Mullins [@CR28]; Shrum et al. [@CR29]). The most commonly used approach is the bibliometric analysis of scientific co-authorship networks as the data can be easily and accurately extracted from publication databases (Pike [@CR23]), albeit after considerable cleaning.

Co-authorship networks and citation networks are very useful instruments for studying collaboration in science. Both have positive impacts on scientific productivity. In earlier bibliometric approaches, several studies focused on co-authorship in the social or natural sciences, but very few included comparisons between different scientific disciplines (De Stefano et al. [@CR6]). Scientific disciplines still represent a crucial institutional and organizational framework within which scientific activities take place. They are seen as distinct intellectual and social organizational contexts having their own norms and values forming disciplinary cultures which have evolved over time to create an ever more complicated scientific domain (Kronegger et al. [@CR14]). There are several international, national, and informal classifications of scientific disciplines. Since we analyzed the co-authorship networks of the Slovenian scientific system, we started with the classification into scientific fields and scientific disciplines used by the Slovenian Research Agency (henceforth: ARRS), the main policy authority in Slovenian science. It is presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} together with the number of scientific disciplines assigned to each scientific field. The seventh scientific field (Interdisciplinary studies) never gained full recognition as a separate field in the research and development (R&D) policy context in Slovenia because R&D policy remained conservative concerning interdisciplinary-oriented research despite it having increased dramatically around the world. As a result, we ignored it in our analyses of co-authorship network dynamics.Table 1Seven scientific fields in the Slovenian Research Agencys classification system with the number of scientific disciplinesIDScientific fieldNo. of disciplines1Natural sciences and mathematics92Engineering sciences and technologies193Medical sciences94Biotechnical sciences65Social sciences116Humanities127Interdisciplinary studies2

According to analyses of the collaboration styles of researchers belonging to different scientific disciplines and fields, co-authorship represents an important differentiating indicator between them. The differences in the percentages of co-authored publications among the seven scientific fields in Slovenia are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. There is a large gap between the average levels of co-authorship in the natural, technical, medical and biotechnical sciences, and the average co-authorship levels in the humanities and the social sciences. While six trajectories show a steady rise during 1996--2010, the trajectory for Interdisciplinary studies had considerable instability. The humanities and the social sciences had the smallest shares of co-authored publications throughout this period. However, the trend for the social sciences shows that it is slowly approaching the natural, technical, medical, and biotechnical sciences.Fig. 1Percentages of co-authored publications in six scientific fields in Slovenia from 1996 to 2010

Slovenian researchers have studied scientific collaboration using a qualitative approach, survey analysis and bibliometric analysis of co-authorship networks using longitudinal data on the Slovenian science system in order to explore and explain their dynamics across four scientific disciplines (Ferligoj and Kronegger [@CR7]; Mali et al. [@CR16]; Kronegger et al. [@CR12], [@CR13]; Groboljšek et al. [@CR9]; Iglič et al. [@CR10]). The rationale for their selection of four disciplines was: (1) mathematics is an old discipline where research takes place primarily in offices; (2) physics is an old discipline where the research occurs mostly in research groups within laboratories; (3) sociology is an old discipline where research also occurs mostly in offices; and (4) biotechnology is a new laboratory discipline. The bibliometric analysis of co-authorship networks for the period from 1986 to 2005 revealed: (1) a high proportion of single-author publications within sociology and within mathematics with lower but slightly increasing levels of co-authored publications and (2) high and relatively steady levels of collaboration by physicists and biotechnologists within their disciplines and/or with authors from abroad. The high degree of scientific collaboration in laboratory sciences is coupled to a more formal division of labor. Biotechnologists in Slovenia were characterized by collaboration with researchers from other disciplines within the country, although with much greater fluctuations than in the other disciplines (Kronegger et al. [@CR13]).

A web survey of researchers from the four scientific disciplines was designed to understand which kinds of incentives, perceptions, and personal strategies help account for collaboration from the perspectives of individual scientists (Iglič et al. [@CR10]). The results of the analysis showed that the differences between disciplines in the proportion of researchers active work time spent collaborating with others were much smaller when assessed through interviews compared to results from co-authorship data. Researchers in the social sciences do not necessarily collaborate less as the attributions of authorship are different in the social and natural sciences. Disciplines vary according to the nature of collaboration partners. Physicists and mathematicians from the basic sciences have much wider and far-reaching collaboration networks than sociologists or biotechnologists from applied sciences. The extensive collaboration networks of biotechnologists seem to be more limited and focused on local partners.

Disciplines differ also in their overall styles of collaboration, ranging from very informal to formal. For the former, this is due to an established division of labor within an organizational setup with clearly defined roles. Such formal arrangements are far less prevalent in the latter disciplines. Informal collaboration occurs outside an explicit organizational division of labor. The extreme form is when researchers collaborate on their own volition (see Shrum et al. [@CR29]). Iglič et al. ([@CR10]) also identified the main factors driving collaboration at two levels: research-policy-related external factors and internal factors affecting the motivations of scientists regarding compatibility, cultural proximity, academic excellence, position and status. Scientists are more likely to collaborate when there are more opportunities to obtain research money, when they easily overcome status differences between senior and junior colleagues, and have a high level of agreement about what constitutes good quality research. They also collaborate more when they have a positive experience with earlier collaborations when they experience benefits from collaboration including good research results and faster individual promotion. Also, they pay attention to professional complementarity when choosing research partners.

For an even more detailed analysis of collaboration practices, a qualitative investigation among key representatives of the four scientific disciplines and research policymakers was conducted to gain an insight into their views on the importance of scientific collaboration (Groboljšek et al. [@CR9]). While the policy mechanisms aiming to encourage scientific collaboration are important, the interviewed scientists and policymakers believed that long-term and successful collaborations derive from researcher's efforts and their individual engagements---but only where suitable conditions have been created by policy mechanisms which encourage international mobility, along with interdisciplinary and interinstitutional/intersectoral collaboration.

Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) combined two approaches for modelling co-authorship network dynamics. They used the small-world model (Watts and Strogatz [@CR38]) and the mechanism of preferential attachment, also known as the process of cumulative advantage (Price [@CR24], [@CR25]; Garfield and Merton [@CR8]). One dimension of the small world was measured by its clustering level, and preferential attachment was operationalized through the collaboration of researchers within and across disciplines. They used stochastic-actor-based modelling (SAOM) of co-authorship network dynamics implemented in the SIENA program (Snijders [@CR31]; Snijders et al. [@CR34]). While the presence of clustering was confirmed in all four scientific disciplines, preferential attachment was more complex than one single global mechanism. The principle of preferential attachment was only partly confirmed in the co-authorship network of physicists: researchers had fewer possibilities to establish new connections with other physicists within the Slovenian scientific community. This can be the consequence of the saturation of the network where scientific work is organized within the formalized environments around expensive and complicated technical research equipment (e.g., in laboratories). The co-authorship network of mathematicians indicated different characteristics: those scientists who collaborated with scientists outside the Slovenian community and had a higher number of articles published in journals with an impact factor had greater opportunities to establish new connections within the Slovenian mathematical community. In the case of the co-authorship networks of sociologists, collaboration with foreign scientists brought negative effects for collaboration within the national research community. At the same time, the number of articles with an impact factor had a positive effect on the formation of new co-authorship relationships within the discipline. The dynamics of biotechnologists co-authorship networks did not follow the principle of preferential attachment.

Here, based on the modelling of co-authorship network dynamics in four scientific disciplines (Kronegger et al. [@CR13]) we specify the SAOM in a more appropriate fashion and use higher quality bibliometric data for the complete longitudinal co-authorship networks for *all* scientific fields and most scientific disciplines for 1996--2010 in the Slovenian system of science.

Theoretical arguments and hypotheses {#Sec2}
====================================

Since the early work of Price ([@CR24], [@CR25]) and Garfield and Merton ([@CR8]), sociologists introduced several theories regarding scientific collaboration. Here, we focus on the theory of cumulative advantage in science, termed the Matthew effect (Merton [@CR17], [@CR18]; Price [@CR26]) and the theory of small-world structure (de Sola and Kochen [@CR35]) and their applications to the modelling of the dynamics of co-authorship networks. In general, we follow the literature in proposing the following mechanisms as influencing scientific collaboration: (a) network embeddedness: co-authors of co-authors tend to become co-authors; (b) preferential attachment: authors seek out co-authors preferentially who have already many co-authors; (c) institutional embeddedness (belonging to the same research group and to the same scientific discipline, age similarity may also fall under this heading as it means belonging to a common cohort of scholars who interact with each other more than those of different cohorts) and (d) control variables, specifically age, PhD and gender.

Based on the Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) study discussed in the previous section which dealt with only four disciplines, we examine whether the earlier findings hold more generally when *whole* fields and *all* disciplines are considered. We test three hypotheses concerning the small world phenomenon, preferential attachment and the impacts of actor agency and institutional contexts.

The small-world model was defined formally by Watts and Strogatz ([@CR38]) who introduced an algorithm to construct networks with the following properties: (1) having short paths between any two vertices (and hence, smaller average lengths for the shortest paths) and (2) incorporating clustering (small dense parts of the network). These properties were later used to identify a small-world structure in co-authorship networks (e.g., Newman [@CR20], [@CR21]; Moody [@CR19]; Perc [@CR22]; Çavuşoğlu and Türker [@CR4], [@CR5]). In this respect, Perc ([@CR22]) examined the entire Slovenian system of science for 1965--2010. He focused on the largest component, the clustering coefficient, and the mean distance between authors, all of which are consistent with the small-world model. He showed also the network in Slovenia is growing exponentially. Here, the hypothesis dealing with the clustering level, the second property of the small-world model, is:

**H1**: The co-authorship networks in the Slovenian scientific community have a high clustering level driven by transitive closure processes where co-authors of co-authors become, or remain, co-authors.

The idea of cumulative advantage implies that excellent scientists are rewarded far more than others in their field. Said et al. ([@CR27]) noted one factor affecting co-authorship ties is the mentor-student relationship: young researchers are more likely to form new co-authorship ties with older, established researchers, usually their mentors. The formal modelling of cumulative advantage in terms of preferential attachment as the driving mechanism of co-authorship was examined by Barabási and Albert ([@CR3]) who studied a common property of many large networks whose vertex degrees followed a scale-free power-law distribution. This feature was found to be a consequence of two generic mechanisms: (1) networks expand continuously with the addition of new vertices; and (2) new vertices attach preferentially to vertices that are already well connected. They presented a model based on these properties and reproduced the observed stationary scale-free distributions. The model was widely accepted and also criticized (e.g. Wagner and Leydesdorff [@CR36]; Abbasi et al. [@CR1]). Li et al. ([@CR15]) provided a general assessment of scale-free distributions including instances where such distributions fail to capture network features. They also lay the foundations for fruitful applications of scale-free networks. The implications of scale-free distributions were used to delineate the structure of scientific co-authorship networks (e.g. Barabási [@CR2]; Moody [@CR19]; Perc [@CR22]; Kronegger et al. [@CR12]). We examine these arguments further by asking if authors who are already well connected, as evidenced by their current number of co-authorships, will attract even more co-authorships as time goes by.

As noted earlier, the concept of preferential attachment reduces the generation of co-authorship to a single mechanism. However, the phenomenon of collaboration is far more complex. This led Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) to test for the presence of preferential attachment in Slovenian co-authorship networks over time in four scientific disciplines. Using SAOM, they operationalized preferential attachment by separating the collaboration of researchers within the scientific discipline from their collaboration with scientists from abroad. They showed that some features of the preferential attachment principle were confirmed but in *different ways* in the three considered scientific disciplines, and *not at all* in biotechnology. Here we test the following hypothesis dealing with the preferential attachment mechanisms using higher quality data:

**H2**: New co-authorship collaborations of Slovenian researchers are more likely for authors who have more current co-authorships and for excellent researchers. For co-authorships, this holds both for collaboration within Slovenia and with researchers abroad.

The hypothesis that individual and organizational contexts drive the formation of scientific co-authorship networks was confirmed by Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]). They showed that the four disciplines were affected in different ways by the organization of local institutions and disciplinary publishing cultures. Here, based on their analyses we test the same hypothesis for *all* scientific fields and most scientific disciplines in the Slovenian scientific system.

**H3**: Individual and organizational contexts in Slovenia drive the formation of scientific co-authorship networks.

Model specification {#Sec3}
===================

The three hypotheses were tested using an actor-oriented model (Snijders [@CR30], [@CR31]; Snijders et al. [@CR33], [@CR34]) used for longitudinal network data with a model defined as continuous-time Markov process. Since our data are non-directed networks, a modification to the models of Snijders ([@CR30], [@CR31]) is required. To obtain a non-directed network, the assumption is made that at random moments, a randomly chosen actor ('ego') chooses another actor ('alter') to propose a new tie or to drop an existing tie; if a new tie is proposed, alter can decide to accept or reject the proposal (see Snijders [@CR32]). The choice by ego of alter is a multinomial choice, and the acceptance decision by alter is a binary choice. The probability models for these choices are based on a linear predictor similar to generalized linear models. The coefficients parameters given in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} are the estimated parameters in these linear predictors.

Given the first hypothesis, we included in the model a clustering component to capture the idea of small dense parts being present in the network. As clustering can be viewed as a consequence of transitive closure, we added to the model the effect of transitivity in triplets. Co-authors of co-authors will have a larger probability to become direct co-authors; and if they are already direct co-authors, they will have a larger probability of remaining compared to pairs of authors who are not co-authors of co-authors. Also, as co-authorship can also be driven by departmental and institutional affiliation, we operationalized this by working in the same organizational research group and by working in the same scientific discipline when analyzing fields.
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                \begin{document}$$H_2$$\end{document}$, there are several options for capturing preferential attachment. In the first place, it is tested whether the current degree (number of co-authorships) has a positive effect on the number of new co-authorships. Since the collaboration network is symmetric, there is no distinction between the actors at both sides of the tie. Therefore, individual variables are included without an ego-alter differentiation. As the degree captures only collaborations inside national networks (scientific fields or scientific disciplines on national level), we also included collaboration outside the national collaboration network in the model. As this variable was highly skewed we used its logarithm. Scientific excellence was measured by a dichotomous variable where 1 represented that the researcher has at least one publication published in the top international scientific journals according to the journals classification of the Slovenian Research Agency (see <https://www.arrs.gov.si/en/akti/prav-sof-ocen-sprem-razisk-dej-sept-11.asp)>. The organizational context for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_3$$\end{document}$ was operationalized by the variables 'working in the same research group' and 'working in the same scientific discipline'. Individual context was considered by scientific excellence. To study how young researchers form new co-authorship ties with older established researchers we included into the model 'scientific age' (defined as the year of an author's first publication) and 'age similarity'. As controlling variables, we included gender and having a PhD.

Data {#Sec4}
====

Our analyses were performed on the bibliographic data of all Slovenian researchers, scientific fields and disciplines to which they belonged in the period 1996--2010. In the first 5 years after Slovenias independence, governmental institutions made many efforts to establish the new country and new legislation, including the sphere of science. From 1996 on, some stability of the scientific system can be observed. This can be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} showing the percentages of co-authored publications in the six scientific fields. For a subsequent more fine-grained temporal image, we analyzed the co-authorship networks starting 5 years after the independence of Slovenia. The data were organized in three 5-year intervals:Period 1, 1996--2000: a period of harmonization with the European Union (EU) and the OECD standards;Period 2, 2001--2005: in 2004, Slovenia became a member of the EU. The Slovenian Research Agency was established in the same year followed by many positive effects on R&D evaluation procedures due to its policies; andPeriod 3, 2006--2010: a more stable period.The dataset was obtained from the Current Research Information System (SICRIS) which includes information on all current and former researchers registered with the Slovenian Research Agency and with the co-operative On-Line Bibliographic System & Services (COBISS) which is an officially maintained database of all publications available in Slovenian libraries. From this system, we collected complete scientific bibliographies of all Slovenian researchers who had ever been given a research identification number (ARRS ID) by the Slovenian Research Agency. This requirement for selecting researchers in a specific scientific field or discipline differs from the study from Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) who considered only researchers in four scientific disciplines that were included in 2008 in the SICRIS database.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} As a result, we obtained much larger networks, e.g. for Physics during 1996--2000 183 researchers were considered in the earlier paper whereas, here, we have 288 physicists. For mathematics there were 96 researchers in the earlier study and 146 in the present analysis. For Biotechnology there were 50 researchers and now 106 and, for Sociology, we have 129 compared to 88 in the earlier study.

The total number of researchers with an ARRS ID who published in the time period 1996--2010 was 15,424. These researchers collaborated with another 48,191 authors not registered with ARRS. Together, they published 170,118 publications that are, according to the evaluation criteria of ARRS, treated as scientific outputs. The data about discipline memberships were provided by the researchers themselves when they applied for an identification number.

As noted above, the Slovenia's national scientific system is organised into 72 scientific disciplines classified into 7 research fields. There were 14 disciplines (with their identification numbers in parentheses) excluded for the following reasons:Technology driven physics (30), Communications technology (31), Landscape design (45) and Ethnic studies (57) were excluded because of having too small numbers of researchers.Anthropology (62), Culturology (65), Literary (66), Musicology (67), Philosophy (69), and Theology (70) were excluded also due to having few researchers (all less than 30) and few co-publications (average degrees less than 1), and high turnover in co-authorship (authors in 1 year vanish and are replaced by new authors). This was measured by Jaccard coefficients between consecutive periods.Law (51) was excluded due to a deviating data structure: each wave had a few papers having a very high number of authors in contrast to the usual number of authors for this discipline.Historiography (60) was excluded due to high proportion of missing values in variables for actor properties.The NCKS Research programme (72), in addition to Interdisciplinary research (73), was excluded as it lacks an established field structure (Interdisciplinary studies).Our analyses were performed for six scientific fields and 58 research disciplines out of 72. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} has summary results for all scientific fields and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} provides the corresponding results for all disciplines. For each time period we provide the numbers of researchers, average degrees and the number of researchers having at least one co-author in their publications during the period 1996--2010 (i.e. were connected) within their scientific field or scientific discipline. In all scientific fields and in most scientific disciplines the number of researchers grew through the three time periods considered. Only 13 disciplines had no strict increase in the number of researchers. Larger fluctuations in the number of researchers in the three time periods were evident in the following disciplines: Electric devices; Process engineering; Textile and leather; Metrology; Mining and geotechnology and Veterinarian medicine.Table 2Basic characteristics in networks of research fieldsFieldPeriodAverage degreeResearchersNo.Name123123AllConnected% Excluded1Natural sciences and mathematics1538179520892.803.805.1325852294112Engineering sciences and technologies2355264929942.473.254.444040376273Medical sciences1470163617204.535.776.622144197884Biotechnical sciences7697979193.034.445.991192110875Social sciences1309164818301.762.343.2321931718226Humanities996122613500.390.601.30155673653 Table 3Basic characteristics in networks of research disciplinesDisc.\
no.StatusField number and discipline namePeriodAverage degreeResearchers123123AllConnected% Excluded11 Mathematics1461862410.561.081.942691783421 Physics2883414212.923.905.634784171331 Biology2513133951.021.672.684503282741 Chemistry4064274772.883.243.486245531151 Biochemistry and molecular biology1582162651.892.432.643182213161 Geology1962362701.692.162.223211934071 Computer intensive methods and applications2950600.120.661.1067384381 Control and care of the environment5077900.250.590.89122624991 Pharmacy1872062281.932.563.8532627516102 Civil engineering2162152451.521.982.7533429512112 Chemical engineering1351431601.401.802.1922518418122 Energy engineering1832182411.682.152.9431026315132 Materials science and technology2132512792.433.484.4536831315142 Mechanics5158570.540.801.04854844152 Systems and cybernetics2122222572.482.833.2633127517162 Computer science and informatics3664114851.541.952.7264550921172 Telecommunications1271331591.161.983.1223218222182 Electronic components and technologies991021111.721.472.3716312821192 Manufacturing technologies and systems1861932321.221.682.8532224624202 Mechanical design1091541721.052.022.2623219416212 Electric devices6079701.692.643.611098225222 Process engineering8075811.981.722.071099216232 Textile and leather86109991.332.633.0714913311242 Metrology6685761.201.241.331138426252 Mining and geotechnology3430261.021.381.51453620262 Geodesy3347561.151.874.92615510282 Traffic systems4960730.911.301.95867216292 Hydrology3845591.412.844.31645317323 Microbiology and immunology1992312344.494.835.12882639333 Stomatology5252551.492.002.65746216343 Neurobiology2763083061.542.182.8438633114353 Oncology2162382454.325.245.0229926212363 Human reproduction1571711493.615.254.8220418211373 Cardiovascular system2162222393.243.453.7929125612383 Metabolic and hormonal disorders7182890.600.901.501077431393 Public health (occupational safety)1801932340.820.941.7030121529403 Psychiatry2844461.251.853.66534711414 Forestry, wood and paper technology1321221361.993.033.6518116210424 Animal production1191271302.885.104.451761647434 Plant production2242352802.383.664.7635532010444 Veterinarian medicine1571411434.685.325.652031916464 Biotechnology1061301731.372.054.6221118512475 Educational studies2703343431.301.542.0842729531485 Economics3083934201.112.122.7952140522495 Sociology1291631792.482.792.6621014929505 Administrative and organisational sciences841091400.340.430.931639244525 Political science921161320.611.931.9615010530535 Criminology and social work4658670.921.303.76746512545 Urbanism4042510.340.550.86654235555 Psychology80971230.511.102.161348834565 Sport1722340.830.833.00363017585 Architecture and Design5156630.240.311.34855140595 Information science and librarianship2432340.080.421.00482646616 Archaeology5169700.681.221.70796616636 Ethnology5466610.050.670.79782765646 Linguistics1862382760.210.430.8330814154686 Art history4661720.050.151.65793457716 Geography78941061.211.082.60124962330EXC2 Technology driven physics1150.000.000.005010031EXC2 Communications technology610230.000.172.4323172645EXC4 Landscape design2524261.660.460.6335214051EXC5 Law1451821812.452.402.192111393457EXC5 Ethnic studies2470.000.000.29727160EXC6 Historiography1732002220.200.642.182661036162EXC6 Anthropology6776790.120.140.1497207965EXC6 Culturology5468770.090.070.2185217566EXC6 Literary sciences1021191200.090.100.09139297967EXC6 Musicology2427340.110.050.003868469EXC6 Philosophy7687850.080.120.14103257670EXC6 Theology2131360.000.340.3941127172EXC7 NCKS Research programme7440.000.000.008010073EXC7 Interdisciplinary research1318360.110.160.47381074

The last column in the last panel in both Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents the share of researchers not having any co-authored publication during the observed time period within each scientific field or discipline. For fitting models to these data, there are two options for treating these isolates in the co-authorship networks: a new parameter called 'isolates' could be included in the model or the isolates could be excluded. As both approaches give the same results, the isolates were excluded from all further analyses.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} There is considerable variation in the percentages of excluded researchers across scientific fields where the excluded researchers were single authors or researchers who wrote publications mostly with researchers from abroad.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} As expected, there were small percentages (between 7 and 11 %) of such researchers in the natural, technical, medical, and biotechnical sciences. The social sciences had a much larger percentage (22 %) with the largest percentage (53 %) in the humanities where there were more solo-authored publications. This tendency is also seen in the middle panel of Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (average degrees).

A similar trend is evident in the scientific disciplines (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) where the variation between the percentages of excluded researchers across scientific disciplines inside each of the scientific fields is larger. In the natural sciences, there are four disciplines (out of nine) with percentage exceeding 30 % (Mathematics, Geology, Computer intensive methods and applications, and Control and care of the environment).[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} There is less variation in the engineering sciences and technology and in the medical sciences. The only outlier is Technology driven physics with an extremely small number of researchers. As noted above, there are higher percentages of excluded researchers in the disciplines from the social sciences and the humanities.

The scientific disciplines listed at the bottom of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and marked by EXC were excluded from all further analyses. All co-authorship ties were binarized: if two researchers had at least one joint publication a value of 1 was assigned, otherwise a value of 0 was used.

Two control variables, gender (male = 1) and having a PhD (having PhD = 1), were used.

Results {#Sec5}
=======

The preferential mechanism described by Barabási and Albert ([@CR3]) focuses on the formation of co-authorship ties as new nodes enter the network. It appears that, in their analyses, such ties remain in the network, which may be problematic in the case of co-authorship networks.Yet, scientists collaborating at one point in time can maintain or dissolve their co-authorship tie at a later time. Consequently, we considered the possibility that ties can be created, maintained or deleted since this is a feature that characterizes co-authorship networks. This was a major reason for our use of Stochastic Actor-Oriented Model (SAOM; /citealtsnijders2001, snijders2008), a micro-level model assuming that ties can be created and deleted in a network with an actor set that may be constant or changing. The probabilities of tie creation and deletion depend on so-called effects (explanatory variables that may depend on the network or be exogenously given), with their associated coefficients as parameters. The set of effects chosen as the model specification followed from the hypotheses as elaborated in the preceding section.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} The clustering level was operationalized by the parameter for transitive triads to capture the tendency of actors to form ties by closing the triangles, and by the parameters 'working in the same research organizational group' and 'working in the same scientific discipline'. The last two are a better operationalization of the institutional feature of the clustering level than the one used in the study by Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]). Preferential attachment was operationalized by five effects: degree of alter inside the co-authorship network, degree of alter with respect to collaboration with researchers outside the co-authorship network, scientific excellence, scientific age, and age similarity. Gender (male = 1) and having a PhD (having PhD = 1) were also included in the model as controls. The network was defined in three consecutive observations corresponding to the periods mentioned in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, and a tie was defined if two researchers appeared together as authors in at least one publication.

Scientific fields {#Sec6}
-----------------

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} presents the estimated parameters for the six scientific fields labeled as Nat (Natural sciences and mathematics), Eng (Engineering sciences and technologies), Med (Medical sciences), Bio (Biotechnical sciences), Soc (Social sciences) and Hum (Humanities). Also reported are the standard errors of these estimates. The shaded estimates are the only ones not statistically significant. A similar table for all of the considered scientific disciplines is in the "[Appendix](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) . The first three parameters in the tables are standard as they a technical requirements of the stochastic-actor-based model: the rate parameter for the first transition; the rate parameter for the second transition, and the density parameter. The two rate parameters estimate the average frequency of the number of proposals for collaboration, which then may be accepted or rejected by the proposed partner within the co-authorship networks. In all scientific fields, the average number of proposals for collaboration for the second transition is higher than for the first transition. This is not the case in all scientific disciplines considered (see Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}): 12 out of 49 considered disciplines had declines in their averages in the second transition compared to the first one.Table 4Estimated parameters for the six scientific fields (Italicized estimates are not statistically significant; there are standard errors in parentheses)1 Nat2 Eng3 Med4 Bio5 Soc6 HumRate 127.255(0.986)23.832(0.731)50.476(1.574)33.287(1.539)41.012(5.188)25.861(4.052)Rate 232.837(1.539)33.080(0.895)60.107(1.510)35.844(1.090)44.005(1.758)28.612(9.312)Degree (density)--2.509(0.031)--2.649(0.027)--2.137(0.016)--1.919(0.034)--2.463(0.029)--2.534(0.303)Transitive triads0.377(0.008)0.544(0.010)0.309(0.008)0.314(0.011)0.383(0.012)1.097(0.108)Same research group1.131(0.048)1.483(0.042)0.979(0.025)0.668(0.042)0.980(0.034)0.922(0.181)Same discipline0.698(0.016)0.848(0.019)0.413(0.015)0.709(0.023)0.723(0.018)0.900(0.066)Degree of alter--0.014(0.002)--0.040(0.003)--0.012(0.002)--0.022(0.004)--0.033(0.003)*--0.085(0.087)*Degree out0.150(0.012)0.150(0.013)0.140(0.010)0.110(0.017)--0.049(0.019)*--0.121(0.082)*Excellence--0.168(0.032)*--0.016(0.026)--0.019(0.023)--0.059(0.033)*0.459(0.028)0.447(0.195)First publication year0.010(0.001)0.007(0.001)0.018(0.001)0.015(0.001)0.006(0.002)*0.004(0.005)*First pub. similarity*0.091(0.056)--0.081(0.087)0.037(0.059)0.121(0.090)0.058(0.071)--0.011(0.220)*PhD (yes)0.780(0.043)0.769(0.043)0.576(0.019)0.463(0.034)0.638(0.051)*0.179(0.133)*Gender (male)*0.016(0.027)*0.146(0.029)0.165(0.020)0.130(0.028)--0.186(0.028)*0.149(0.094)*

Using SAOM includes also an estimate of the cost of adding one more tie to the personal network of each researcher is obtained, an important characteristic seldom considered by scholars studying preferential attachment. This value is given by the third basic parameter (degree).[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} Estimates of the parameters for the degree effect are *negative* for *all* six scientific fields and *all* scientific disciplines. This makes sense because tie formation incurs costs in terms of time, effort, and resources. Researchers can co-author with only a limited number of different authors as each new tie represents an additional time and cost burden.

The next three parameters in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} concern the clustering level as a dimension of the small-world process. Among these, the fourth parameter of the model, for the transitive triads effect, is positive and significant showing that scientists tend to form new co-authorship ties with the co-authors of their co-authors inside the scientific field. It is positive and significant for *all* fields and *all* disciplines. The fifth and the sixth parameter that show the impact of belonging to the same research group and to the same discipline as a tendency to form new co-authorship ties are also positive and significant in five scientific fields. This holds for *all but two* scientific disciplines.[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} These estimates provide irrefutable confirmation of a high level of clustering within co-authorship networks in the Slovenian scientific community.[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} The first hypothesis is confirmed emphatically.

The next three parameters in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} concern preferential attachment in the six scientific fields in Slovenia. As discussed in the previous section, this deals with a preference to create new ties with prominent researchers who already have a high number of co-authors. In our model we included the following indicators to measure individual preferential attachment: (1) the alters degree within the co-authorship network, indicating the number of co-authors within the national borders of the field, implemented as an endogenous degree effect; (2) the logarithm of the alter's degree coming from researchers outside the field and (3) the alter's publication excellence (operationalized as having at least one paper in the top 25 % of journals is a field). The parameter for alters number of co-authors within the scientific field network is negative and statistically significant in all scientific fields (it is negative but not significant in the humanities). This indicates that *researchers do not tend to form new ties with those researchers who collaborate more within the national field*. This is a partial contradiction of the second hypothesis.

There is much greater diversity in the alters number of co-authors outside the scientific field. The parameters showing significant positive values are for Natural sciences and mathematics, Engineering sciences and technologies, Medical sciences, and Biotechnical sciences. A positive estimated parameter means that researchers are more likely to create new ties with those researchers within the field who collaborate with many authors from other fields or mostly with others from abroad. This is partial confirmation for the second hypothesis. However, for Social science and Humanities, the sign of this parameter is negative (significant for the social sciences and not significant for the humanities): among these researchers, collaboration with other researchers (outside the field or outside Slovenia) has a negative effect on tie formation with scientists working in the social sciences and in the humanities. This is another partial contradiction of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_2$$\end{document}$. Yet publication excellence has a positive and significant effect on new tie formation within the Social sciences and the Humanities: researchers tend to create new co-authorship ties more often with those researchers who publish in the highest ranked scientific journals. We note that researchers from these two fields publish less often in the best scientific journals suggesting excellence is more valued for creating co-authorship ties. The only negative and significant parameter for publishing excellence is in the Natural sciences and mathematics. This parameter is negative but not significant for other three fields.
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                \begin{document}$$H_2$$\end{document}$ while it is supported in the remaining scientific fields when considering the parameter 'publishing out of the field'.[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"} The parameter for 'degree of alter' is significant and *negative for all fields*, flatly contradicting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_2$$\end{document}$. Regarding publication excellence, the results are mixed. It has no effect on co-authorship in the technical, medical and biological sciences. It has a negative effect in the natural sciences. For these four fields, this aspect of the preferential attachment hypothesis is not confirmed.[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} However, the effect of excellence on tie formation is positive in the social sciences and the humanities.

We also tested whether young researchers form new co-authorship ties with older, established researchers (usually their mentors). The coefficient for (scientific) age, operationalized as the year of authors' first publication, is positive and significant for all fields except the humanities. The most salient effects are in the natural sciences and mathematics. The age similarity is not significant in all scientific fields. This result does *not* follow the standard hypothesis claiming young researchers form new co-authorship ties with scientifically excellent older scientists.

Next, we examine the effects of the controlling variables. As expected, having a PhD has a positive effect on tie formation in all scientific fields. Researchers are more likely to establish ties with male colleagues within the technical, medical and biotechnical sciences. The only negative effect is in the social sciences: researchers are more likely to create new ties with female researchers within the field. This effect is not significant in the natural sciences and the humanities. No doubt this reflects demographic differences: the proportion of female researchers is the highest in the social sciences.

A general summary of the results of fitting the stochastic-actor-oriented model is straightforward. In all six scientific fields, Slovenian researchers form new co-authorship ties in ways consistent with clustering inside the co-authorship networks: co-authors of co-authors will tend to become co-authors. The preferential attachment mechanism is more complex than the advocates of a single global autonomous mechanism claim. First, the distance between the researchers who collaborate matters for tie formation. Alters high degree of co-authorship inside the field has a negative effect on new tie formation in all scientific fields, but high alters degree of collaboration outside the field reveals a gap between the social sciences and humanities and the other four fields. Alters higher degree of outside collaboration has a negative effect on new tie formation and publication excellence has a positive effect in the social sciences and humanities but the opposite effect exists in the other four fields.

Scientific disciplines {#Sec7}
----------------------

The foregoing results hold for the scientific fields. The next obvious question is whether these results hold for the scientific disciplines within these fields. For this purpose, we estimated the SAOM models for the disciplines. These results are reported fully in the "[Appendix](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}". In doing this we took another look at the classification of disciplines. Often, some scientific disciplines were assigned to the scientific fields for historical reasons and are classified differently in most other international systems. For instance, Geography is classified in the Humanities in the Slovenian classification system (see Kronegger et al. [@CR14]). Rather than using this system, we opted to cluster the 59 disciplines listed above according to the obtained estimated parameters of the specified stochastic-actor-based model using the clustering level (transitive triads and belonging to the same research group) and the preferential attachment (degree of alter inside the discipline, degree of alter outside the discipline and alter's publication excellence).Fig. 2Hierarchical clustering of the scientific disciplines

Doing this was not straightforward because the estimated parameters are not directly comparable across disciplines due to variations in the size of the disciplines. While the starting point is the set of these estimated parameters, we transformed them to measure the importance of the estimated parameters using the proposed method of Indlekofer and Brandes ([@CR11]). Denoting the importance of estimated parameter, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0 \le I_j \le 1$$\end{document}$. These values ignore the sign of the estimated parameters for disciplines. For disciplines having negative estimated parameters, the sign of the importance measure was multiplied by −1. These measures were standardized before obtaining the Euclidean distances for each pair of disciplines. The clustering used Wards hierarchical clustering procedure (Ward [@CR37]).[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"} The obtained dendrogram is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Five clusters were identified. The top cluster is composed of four disciplines from the technical and natural sciences. Computer intensive methods comes from the first field identified in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} while the remaining three come from the second field. We label this cluster ENG, NAT in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The second cluster contains disciplines from the technical and medical fields. All but one[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"} of the disciplines clustered here come from the second and third scientific fields. In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, this is labeled as ENG, MED. The third cluster is composed solely with disciplines from the social science and humanities. This is labeled as HUM, SOC. All of these three clusters are quite homogenous. The fourth cluster is less so. In the main, it is composed of disciplines that can be viewed as natural and technological sciences. With one exception (Sociology), the disciplines come from the first four fields defined by the Slovene Research Agency in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. This cluster is labeled NAT, ENG, MED, BIO in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The final cluster can be viewed only as a residual cluster with disciplines from all of the six fields in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.[13](#Fn13){ref-type="fn"} It is labeld RESID.Table 5Averages of the importance coefficients according to the estimated parameters for each obtained clusterTrans. triadsSame resGroupDeg alterDegOutExcelBeh1 ENG, NAT0.120.48−0.230.30−0.252 ENG, MED0.190.29−0.530.13−0.013 HUM, SOC0.150.38−0.17−0.120.304 NAT, ENG, MED, BIO0.120.27−0.180.09−0.055 RESID0.070.18−0.080.05−0.00

The overall summary for the five clusters is shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The averages of the importance coefficients for each obtained cluster and each parameter are easy to summarize. First, for all clusters, the overall coefficients for transitive triads and belonging to the same research group are positive. The first of these results indicates the presence of a small-world clustering phenomenon and the second is for the impact of the institutional feature of belonging to the same research group. Second, the overall coefficients for the degree of alter is negative, contradicting the primary operationalization of preferential attachment, for all clusters. Third, the overall coefficients for all clusters except HUM,SOC are positive for the degree of alters outside the national disciplinary disciplines. This supports one aspect of the preferential attachment idea. Finally, these overall coefficients for the scientific excellence of alters are negative for all clusters except HUM,SOC. We note that these summary coefficients for the residual cluster follow all of these patterns but with the smallest values. These results are consistent with the results reported earlier and will not be summarized further.

Given this overall summary for the clusters, the next issue is whether the disciplines within the clusters have the same patterns of signs for the estimated parameters. Evidence for this assessment comes from the reported coefficients in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. For all of the first four clusters, the coefficients for transitive triads and membership of the same research group follow the general pattern for *all* disciplines. Every discipline in the first cluster (ENG, NAT) has the same pattern of coefficients as for the whole cluster. In the second cluster (ENG, MED), this comes very close to holding completely regarding the coefficient's pattern for this cluster. Every discipline has the same pattern for the degree of alter and the degree outside the discipline. Regarding scientific excellence, we note that all estimated coefficients have the same sign as for the overall cluster.

For the third cluster (HUM, SOC), its disciplines have the same estimated coefficient pattern for degree of alter and scientific excellence as for the cluster as a whole. For degree outside the discipline, there is only one exception to the cluster's pattern. In the fourth cluster (NAT, ENG, MED, BIO), all of the disciplines in it have the same parameter sign for degree of alter. The same holds for degree outside the disciple but with only one exception out of 22 disciplines. Regarding scientific excellence, two disciplines have the wrong sign and three others have estimated coefficient values very close to 0. Overwhelmingly for the first four clusters of disciplines, the pattern of coefficient signs of the clusters are followed also by all the disciplines they contain. The overall summary regarding the substantive hypotheses is not driven by just a few disciplines: the phenomena hold at the disciplinary level.

Given the heterogenous nature of the RESID cluster, we cannot expect to see the same level of consistency. Even so, there is complete consistency for the disciplines regarding transitive triads. For membership in the same research group, there are only three inconsistencies (out of 22 disciplines) and these have negative values that are borderline. For the degree of alter, there are only four exceptions out of 22 disciplines. Even here, there is considerable consistency of the disciplines with the overall pattern. However, this is not the case for scientific excellence as half of the estimated coefficients have the wrong sign at the disciplinary level. We emphasize that small world clustering and preferential attachment phenomena hold at the disciplinary level even in the residual cluster.

Discussion and conclusions {#Sec8}
==========================

The first hypothesis about the presence of clustering as a dimension of a small-world structure was confirmed emphatically. The evidence regarding the second hypothesis concerning preferential attachment as the driving mechanism of co-authorship was decidedly mixed. Yet, in the main, our results contradict the hypothesis of a single preferential attachment mechanism for the formation of collaborative ties. The current number of co-authorships inside the field or discipline has a *negative* effect on new tie formation in all scientific fields and nearly all scientific disciplines. Our results show the distance between researchers who collaborate matters also. Regarding this, the social sciences and humanities differ from the other four fields. Alters higher degree of collaboration outside of Slovenia has a negative effect on new tie formation in the social sciences and humanities but a positive effect in the other fields. A high degree of collaboration outside the national disciplinary field, a revised notion of preferential attachment, has a positive impact on tie formation for the natural, technical, medical and biotechnical sciences. Clearly, preferential attachment mechanisms are more subtle than can be summarized by stating that researchers who currently have a large number of co-authors will see an increase in their number of collaborators, at least for the science dynamics in smaller national scientific systems.

Another difference between the social sciences and the humanities compared with the other four fields is that publication excellence had a positive effect on the formation of collaborative ties in the social sciences and humanities but a negative effect in the other fields. However, the standard hypothesis that young researchers form new co-authorship ties with scientifically excellent older scientists was not confirmed. Researchers from all fields but the humanities were more likely to form new ties with younger colleagues. The third hypothesis was confirmed and the evidence demonstrates that the scientific fields and disciplines are affected by the organization of local institutions and publishing cultures. Overall, most of the results of Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) were confirmed with the differences attributable to using better data containing more scientists, considering many disciplines and using a more complex and realistic SAOM specification. We note that our findings regarding the effects of small-world phenomena, preferential attachment, institutional arrangements hold for virtually all disciplines as well as for broad fields.

The differences between the two basic pools of scientific knowledge (i.e., between the natural and technical sciences, and the social sciences and humanities) according to the mechanism of preferential attachment are also the result of contextual (research policy) factors operating in Slovenia. In the former socialist era, due to ideological pressure on the social sciences and the humanities, these disciplines were less internationalized and much less oriented to publishing in high-ranking international journals. After the dramatic changes starting at the beginning of the 1990s, Slovenian R&D policy gradually began to introduce the criteria of (international) excellence into R&D evaluation procedures. In the first years after Slovenia's independence, governmental institutions created many initiatives, including legislation, to establish the new country including those relating to science. It seems that in adapting to the more demanding R&D evaluation criteria there were different impacts on the social sciences and humanities compared to the other fields. In part, this helps account for some of the differences between the two groups of fields. Yet, those social scientists and humanists who already engaged in excellent publication activity can be very attracted to research collaboration with their disciplinary colleagues. Generally speaking, the results of our bibliometric analysis showed that we cannot solely explain the differences in forming co-authorship ties in different parts of sciences with internal (epistemological) factors, but that also external (R&D policy) factors are involved. No single approach, be it sociological, social network analytic or based on conceptions drawn from physics, can be useful by itself. Multiple approaches are needed to account for the complex phenomenon of scientific collaboration, especially for national scientific systems. While science can be viewed as a general phenomenon it is also conditioned by local institutional contexts.

Appendix {#Sec9}
========

See Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}

Table 6Estimated parameters for scientific disciplines according to the importance coefficientsNumbers of discipline and field, name of disciplineRate (period 1)Rate (period 2)Degree (density)Transitive triadsSame res.GroupDegree of alter1 1 Mathematics3.201 (0.511)6.090 (0.809)−1.211 (0.123)1.148 (0.113)0.464 (0.113)−0.103 (0.032)2 1 Physics11.721 (0.667)14.200 (0.713)−1.425 (0.052)0.427 (0.013)1.075 (0.079)−0.059 (0.007)3 1 Biology6.500 (0.772)9.657 (0.839)−1.762 (0.082)0.957 (0.052)1.654 (0.153)−0.102 (0.017)4 1 Chemistry12.108 (0.757)12.323 (0.621)−1.974 (0.048)0.437 (0.017)1.376 (0.086)−0.034 (0.006)5 1 Biochemistry and molecular biology13.190 (1.803)12.454 (1.720)−1.667 (0.125)0.381 (0.035)1.077 (0.230)−0.035 (0.012)6 1 Geology13.893 (1.502)19.155 (2.144)−1.243 (0.081)0.553 (0.039)0.858 (0.116)−0.064 (0.015)7 1 Computer intensive methods and applications1.219 (0.660)3.585 (1.564)−0.499 (0.823)1.850 (0.803)3.188 (2.460)−0.760 (0.513)8 1 Control and care of the environment4.169 (1.839)3.231 (0.976)−0.543 (0.439)0.991 (0.280)1.075 (0.290)−0.387 (0.155)9 1 Pharmacy11.171 (1.061)15.770 (1.513)−1.715 (0.083)0.359 (0.030)0.631 (0.068)0.012 (0.010)10 2 Civil engineering8.518 (1.157)8.754 (0.697)−1.579 (0.120)0.781 (0.046)1.317 (0.169)−0.075 (0.022)11 2 Chemical engineering3.838 (0.495)5.295 (0.619)−2.001 (0.166)0.628 (0.060)1.406 (0.242)−0.052 (0.025)12 2 Energy engineering8.586 (1.065)7.965 (0.819)−1.588 (0.099)0.824 (0.044)1.373 (0.131)−0.119 (0.026)13 2 Materials science and technology11.333 (1.117)14.937 (1.412)−1.500 (0.055)0.459 (0.024)1.291 (0.115)−0.037 (0.007)14 2 Mechanics1.246 (0.516)1.161 (0.514)−0.033 (0.730)2.471 (0.700)1.809 (1.017)−0.787 (0.413)15 2 Systems and cybernetics10.551 (1.036)9.098 (0.753)−1.574 (0.107)0.497 (0.027)1.189 (0.146)−0.048 (0.012)16 2 Computer science and informatics8.499 (0.682)10.154 (0.731)−1.882 (0.085)0.619 (0.031)1.482 (0.099)−0.069 (0.015)17 2 Telecommunications6.751 (0.884)8.515 (0.944)−2.019 (0.161)0.513 (0.041)1.210 (0.152)0.020 (0.019)18 2 Electronic components and technologies6.665 (2.008)8.440 (1.382)−1.656 (0.308)0.913 (0.079)0.961 (0.244)−0.084 (0.045)19 2 Manufacturing technologies and systems3.975 (0.544)6.796 (0.997)−2.131 (0.163)0.639 (0.056)1.856 (0.250)−0.009 (0.022)20 2 Mechanical design3.094 (0.600)5.748 (0.879)−1.700 (0.217)0.716 (0.065)1.453 (0.212)−0.112 (0.038)21 2 Electric devices8.898 (1.695)5.601 (0.819)−0.527 (0.195)0.488 (0.049)0.839 (0.223)−0.121 (0.033)22 2 Process engineering4.244 (0.720)4.042 (0.916)−1.200 (0.195)0.680 (0.100)0.749 (0.238)−0.079 (0.047)23 2 Textile and leather5.110 (0.686)11.438 (1.423)−0.963 (0.128)0.470 (0.049)0.185 (0.185)−0.034 (0.019)24 2 Metrology2.657 (0.682)4.861 (1.084)−1.079 (0.405)0.857 (0.185)2.173 (0.343)−0.384 (0.126)25 2 Mining and geotechnology4.781 (1.167)3.185 (0.928)−1.627 (0.472)0.421 (0.268)0.788 (0.362)0.149 (0.145)26 2 Geodesy3.336 (0.662)7.654 (1.446)−1.286 (0.259)0.525 (0.107)1.303 (0.200)−0.014 (0.062)28 2 Traffic systems4.739 (1.328)3.687 (1.060)−1.555 (0.372)0.789 (0.173)1.722 (0.461)−0.073 (0.089)29 2 Hydrology4.607 (1.190)5.646 (1.209)0.667 (0.353)0.709 (0.088)0.663 (0.243)−0.412 (0.078)32 3 Microbiology and immunology20.241 (1.536)23.168 (1.552)−1.200 (0.060)0.397 (0.014)1.037 (0.063)−0.068 (0.007)33 3 Stomatology6.737 (1.478)8.132 (1.717)−0.725 (0.254)0.969 (0.116)0.456 (0.197)−0.197 (0.056)34 3 Neurobiology11.406 (0.964)13.465 (1.203)−1.728 (0.069)0.691 (0.042)1.133 (0.091)−0.042 (0.014)35 3 Oncology23.331 (2.586)24.035 (1.725)−1.248 (0.057)0.396 (0.013)0.654 (0.055)−0.062 (0.007)36 3 Human reproduction14.774 (1.085)17.311 (1.338)−1.088 (0.064)0.290 (0.014)0.576 (0.066)−0.049 (0.007)37 3 Cardiovascular system13.024 (1.389)18.142 (2.130)−1.620 (0.060)0.335 (0.020)1.087 (0.089)−0.012 (0.009)38 3 Metabolic and hormonal disorders3.777 (0.930)6.110 (1.099)−1.211 (0.176)0.898 (0.190)1.329 (0.223)−0.073 (0.059)39 3 Public health (occupational safety)5.637 (0.876)7.832 (1.182)−2.067 (0.149)0.841 (0.097)1.020 (0.149)0.006 (0.037)40 3 Psychiatry4.388 (1.246)12.998 (3.059)−0.559 (0.188)0.445 (0.080)−0.102 (0.218)−0.065 (0.038)41 4 Forestry, wood and paper technology13.200 (1.828)14.883 (1.564)−0.996 (0.105)0.468 (0.037)0.622 (0.088)−0.092 (0.019)42 4 Animal production20.036 (3.021)19.432 (1.999)−0.993 (0.089)0.229 (0.020)0.697 (0.075)−0.037 (0.010)43 4 Plant production16.794 (1.787)20.117 (1.434)−1.170 (0.057)0.424 (0.024)0.666 (0.067)−0.052 (0.008)44 4 Veterinarian medicine25.465 (2.222)20.160 (1.517)−1.034 (0.073)0.326 (0.021)0.673 (0.080)−0.041 (0.008)46 4 Biotechnology4.231 (0.557)12.263 (1.849)−1.300 (0.176)0.633 (0.073)1.154 (0.219)−0.093 (0.021)47 5 Educational studies9.839 (0.792)15.250 (1.523)−1.633 (0.056)0.542 (0.035)0.775 (0.083)−0.039 (0.013)48 5 Economics16.970 (3.400)17.196 (1.843)−1.785 (0.059)0.688 (0.040)0.641 (0.062)−0.031 (0.012)49 5 Sociology19.922 (4.944)16.426 (2.422)−1.329 (0.090)0.365 (0.022)1.252 (0.121)−0.054 (0.013)50 5 Administrative and organisational sciences2.764 (0.681)3.227 (0.739)−1.257 (0.283)1.280 (0.272)0.613 (0.281)−0.203 (0.116)52 5 Political science9.408 (2.802)7.002 (1.241)−1.492 (0.166)0.669 (0.069)1.084 (0.146)−0.102 (0.036)53 5 Criminology and social work8.520 (2.818)14.018 (3.325)−1.065 (0.300)1.027 (0.129)0.757 (0.209)−0.177 (0.067)54 5 Urbanism3.680 (1.454)5.830 (2.416)−1.094 (0.362)0.789 (0.348)−0.011 (0.434)−0.048 (0.138)55 5 Psychology4.922 (1.060)9.051 (1.499)−1.375 (0.150)0.489 (0.091)0.827 (0.142)−0.023 (0.041)56 5 Sport1.910 (1.017)4.487 (1.692)−0.838 (0.562)0.540 (0.338)0.219 (0.468)−0.045 (0.200)58 5 Architecture and Design1.872 (0.833)5.089 (1.794)−1.184 (0.473)2.433 (0.731)−0.004 (0.503)−0.293 (0.184)59 5 Information science and librarianship3.617 (3.137)2.887 (1.320)1.994 (1.514)0.302 (0.752)0.968 (0.489)−0.983 (0.574)61 6 Archaeology5.564 (1.568)5.993 (1.196)−1.901 (0.214)0.563 (0.173)0.876 (0.169)0.149 (0.066)63 6 Ethnology5.759 (1.700)5.159 (2.304)−1.619 (0.715)1.240 (0.322)1.385 (0.479)−0.264 (0.193)64 6 Linguistics3.757 (0.794)5.557 (1.282)−1.484 (0.185)1.950 (0.249)0.378 (0.144)−0.138 (0.069)68 6 Art history0.938 (0.463)3.310 (1.308)−1.158 (0.561)1.647 (0.675)1.646 (0.583)−0.200 (0.200)71 6 Geography7.115 (1.400)9.400 (1.523)−1.729 (0.158)0.639 (0.087)0.940 (0.132)0.008 (0.041)Numbers of discipline and field, name of disciplineDegOutExcelBehFirstPubFirstPub similar.PhD1GenderMale1 1 Mathematics−0.043 (0.056)−0.026 (0.187)−0.001 (0.006)0.269 (0.250)0.252 (0.298)−0.070 (0.168)2 1 Physics0.156 (0.032)0.018 (0.119)0.015 (0.002)0.087 (0.112)0.493 (0.131)0.093 (0.091)3 1 Biology0.223 (0.057)−0.042 (0.115)0.021 (0.005)0.234 (0.249)1.017 (0.153)0.178 (0.087)4 1 Chemistry0.164 (0.028)−0.044 (0.095)0.012 (0.002)−0.172 (0.099)0.962 (0.101)0.237 (0.062)5 1 Biochemistry and molecular biology0.252 (0.085)−0.338 (0.182)0.013 (0.006)−1.130 (0.287)0.579 (0.181)0.156 (0.102)6 1 Geology0.104 (0.033)−0.167 (0.080)0.023 (0.003)−0.027 (0.187)0.580 (0.089)0.213 (0.077)7 1 Computer intensive methods and applications0.557 (0.464)−1.802 (1.358)−0.071 (0.074)−0.730 (1.884)2.339 (2.311)−0.866 (1.116)8 1 Control and care of the environment0.229 (0.207)1.517 (0.453)0.069 (0.027)−0.747 (1.093)0.940 (0.525)−0.102 (0.454)9 1 Pharmacy0.015 (0.050)−0.256 (0.108)0.001 (0.004)−0.093 (0.221)0.747 (0.144)−0.142 (0.080)10 2 Civil engineering0.120 (0.041)0.000 (0.109)0.017 (0.006)0.189 (0.238)0.559 (0.149)0.129 (0.123)11 2 Chemical engineering0.176 (0.097)−0.266 (0.204)−0.010 (0.008)−0.767 (0.329)1.656 (0.286)−0.087 (0.171)12 2 Energy engineering−0.012 (0.054)−0.373 (0.131)0.011 (0.005)−0.525 (0.228)0.580 (0.126)0.106 (0.204)13 2 Materials science and technology0.108 (0.042)−0.571 (0.103)0.017 (0.004)−0.408 (0.147)0.993 (0.101)0.040 (0.084)14 2 Mechanics0.479 (0.400)0.031 (0.781)−0.057 (0.050)−0.118 (1.235)−0.635 (1.780)−0.464 (1.126)15 2 Systems and cybernetics0.048 (0.049)−0.531 (0.097)0.017 (0.005)−0.730 (0.225)0.713 (0.191)0.140 (0.147)16 2 Computer science and informatics0.011 (0.041)0.074 (0.088)−0.001 (0.005)−0.307 (0.171)0.681 (0.105)−0.068 (0.106)17 2 Telecommunications0.071 (0.073)−0.946 (0.149)−0.004 (0.008)−0.135 (0.315)0.904 (0.161)0.652 (0.344)18 2 Electronic components and technologies0.090 (0.116)−0.280 (0.281)0.010 (0.008)−0.668 (0.475)0.966 (0.281)−1.011 (0.317)19 2 Manufacturing technologies and systems0.229 (0.079)−0.336 (0.157)0.007 (0.007)−0.142 (0.247)0.924 (0.229)1.341 (0.306)20 2 Mechanical design0.001 (0.088)−0.117 (0.215)−0.013 (0.007)−0.196 (0.311)0.845 (0.252)−0.567 (0.656)21 2 Electric devices0.176 (0.083)0.250 (0.250)0.011 (0.008)−1.072 (0.517)0.079 (0.273)4.531 (0.005)22 2 Process engineering0.226 (0.111)−0.404 (0.284)−0.010 (0.012)−0.054 (0.512)0.830 (0.354)−0.616 (0.390)23 2 Textile and leather−0.127 (0.072)0.242 (0.165)−0.015 (0.006)0.756 (0.272)0.155 (0.191)0.079 (0.155)24 2 Metrology0.768 (0.208)−0.554 (0.365)0.040 (0.024)−1.859 (0.697)0.978 (0.479)−0.419 (0.827)25 2 Mining and geotechnology0.322 (0.176)−0.423 (0.402)0.054 (0.028)0.034 (0.989)0.992 (0.388)0.944 (0.995)26 2 Geodesy0.508 (0.168)−0.638 (0.292)−0.004 (0.011)1.105 (0.492)0.397 (0.213)0.393 (0.240)28 2 Traffic systems0.263 (0.117)−0.126 (0.275)0.102 (0.036)−2.191 (1.075)0.942 (0.379)0.003 (0.307)29 2 Hydrology0.147 (0.121)0.076 (0.311)−0.043 (0.016)−2.203 (0.712)0.805 (0.308)0.379 (0.326)32 3 Microbiology and immunology0.193 (0.034)−0.088 (0.083)0.018 (0.004)−0.302 (0.160)0.484 (0.074)0.093 (0.063)33 3 Stomatology0.328 (0.139)−0.341 (0.245)0.010 (0.016)−0.089 (0.442)0.529 (0.292)0.058 (0.226)34 3 Neurobiology0.322 (0.037)−0.325 (0.091)0.018 (0.004)−0.010 (0.181)0.495 (0.083)0.090 (0.072)35 3 Oncology0.082 (0.034)0.052 (0.094)0.008 (0.004)0.190 (0.178)0.450 (0.062)0.118 (0.053)36 3 Human reproduction0.170 (0.043)−0.246 (0.089)0.001 (0.004)−0.145 (0.177)0.401 (0.081)0.010 (0.078)37 3 Cardiovascular system0.039 (0.044)0.037 (0.104)0.017 (0.004)−0.247 (0.178)0.541 (0.092)0.307 (0.067)38 3 Metabolic and hormonal disorders−0.058 (0.110)−0.172 (0.272)0.016 (0.016)−0.554 (0.451)0.330 (0.241)0.404 (0.238)39 3 Public health (occupational safety)0.034 (0.062)−0.208 (0.151)0.005 (0.008)−0.017 (0.282)0.801 (0.127)−0.150 (0.126)40 3 Psychiatry0.089 (0.114)−0.130 (0.251)−0.009 (0.009)−0.098 (0.262)0.147 (0.219)0.037 (0.187)41 4 Forestry, wood and paper technology0.116 (0.049)0.409 (0.102)0.002 (0.004)−0.368 (0.200)0.254 (0.122)0.465 (0.119)42 4 Animal production0.146 (0.039)−0.390 (0.086)0.009 (0.004)0.080 (0.148)0.212 (0.106)0.053 (0.087)43 4 Plant production0.094 (0.031)−0.010 (0.070)0.012 (0.003)0.053 (0.159)0.382 (0.083)0.362 (0.067)44 4 Veterinarian medicine0.010 (0.035)0.001 (0.079)0.007 (0.004)0.173 (0.152)0.676 (0.106)−0.033 (0.059)46 4 Biotechnology0.088 (0.096)−0.312 (0.224)0.029 (0.009)0.337 (0.345)2.156 (0.468)0.577 (0.132)47 5 Educational studies−0.001 (0.033)0.134 (0.067)0.012 (0.004)−0.213 (0.167)0.327 (0.104)−0.062 (0.072)48 5 Economics−0.054 (0.032)0.217 (0.064)0.006 (0.003)−0.026 (0.132)0.338 (0.085)−0.100 (0.067)49 5 Sociology0.193 (0.059)0.345 (0.121)0.031 (0.005)−0.242 (0.199)0.416 (0.162)−0.234 (0.098)50 5 Administrative and organisational sciences−0.075 (0.117)0.176 (0.291)0.022 (0.012)1.121 (0.682)0.798 (0.402)0.061 (0.231)52 5 Political science−0.313 (0.077)0.442 (0.149)−0.011 (0.009)0.575 (0.302)0.893 (0.232)−0.571 (0.175)53 5 Criminology and social work0.169 (0.108)0.098 (0.183)0.001 (0.007)0.039 (0.289)0.365 (0.316)0.006 (0.228)54 5 Urbanism0.528 (0.239)−0.004 (0.425)0.013 (0.021)0.963 (0.858)0.009 (0.453)−0.047 (0.316)55 5 Psychology0.045 (0.092)0.038 (0.177)−0.008 (0.007)0.198 (0.271)0.560 (0.272)−0.110 (0.160)56 5 Sport0.369 (0.328)0.298 (0.890)0.009 (0.022)−0.012 (0.704)−0.483 (0.686)−0.043 (0.506)58 5 Architecture and Design0.391 (0.167)0.294 (0.477)−0.038 (0.027)−1.079 (1.044)1.649 (0.654)0.295 (0.460)59 5 Information science and librarianship1.189 (0.562)0.600 (0.733)0.017 (0.032)−1.692 (1.389)−2.084 (1.262)0.072 (0.722)61 6 Archaeology−0.026 (0.095)−0.289 (0.225)−0.004 (0.007)0.343 (0.334)0.251 (0.236)0.223 (0.190)63 6 Ethnology0.126 (0.252)2.278 (0.680)0.030 (0.027)0.978 (0.703)−0.698 (0.466)0.486 (0.609)64 6 Linguistics−0.105 (0.071)−0.041 (0.172)−0.006 (0.005)0.432 (0.283)0.251 (0.332)0.199 (0.175)68 6 Art history−0.311 (0.246)0.739 (0.669)0.009 (0.019)−2.428 (1.298)0.602 (0.655)0.552 (0.572)71 6 Geography−0.172 (0.070)0.566 (0.186)0.006 (0.005)0.083 (0.297)0.434 (0.234)0.117 (0.169)

Therefore, some older, mostly prominent researchers were missing along with some other researchers.

The resulting networks were smaller and the SIENA analyses were more efficient.

There is a small percentage of co-authored publications coming from different scientific fields (see Kronegger et al. [@CR14]) or outside the ARRS system inside Slovenia.

In other classification systems, some of these disciplines are not classified in the natural sciences.

A similar formalization of the stochastic-actor-based model for modelling co-authorship networks was used by Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]).

Abbasi et al. ([@CR1]) have an interesting result showing that betweenness centrality has predictive value regarding the formation of coauthorship ties in an evolutionary perspective. Preferential attachment, in its simple form, uses degree centrality to capture an aspect of researcher motivation for seeking new collaborative ties. For individuals having no interest in network analysis, it is highly unlikely that they are aware of their betweenness values in a network. We did not include betweenness as a predictor for this reason. Even so, this idea is worth considering in future research.

It is negative (but not significant) only in Psychiatry and Textile and leather.

Similar results for the clustering level in four selected scientific disciplines in Slovenia were also obtained by Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]).

Primarily, this is collaboration with researchers from abroad since there are very little collaboration between different fields in Slovenia.

These results are not completely congruent with the results obtained by Kronegger et al. ([@CR13]) for four scientific fields.

The difference can be attributed to having, in this study, larger scientific groups with better data and a more elaborated model specification.

Alternative transformations were examined also. In one of them, we assigned a value of 1 to the parameters that are positive and statistically significant, a value of −1 to the negative and statistically significant ones and 0 to the non-significant ones before applying this clustering method. Despite the problems of relying on 'significance' which can be affected by sample sizes, the obtained partition was comparable.

Criminology and social work is the exception.

Throughout our analyses, the seventh so-called field was ignored.
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